
   

 

  VI SPELLING BEE VOCABULARY WORDS 3rd-6th 

   

 WORD MEANING 
   

1 activity 
n. //ækˈtɪvəti// a situation in which something is happening or a lot of things are being 
done   

   

2 adorable adj. //əˈdɔːrəbl// very attractive and easy to feel love for 
   

3 adult n. //ˈædʌlt// a fully grown person who is legally responsible for their actions 
   

4 afraid 
adj. //əˈfreɪd// feeling fear; frightened because you think that you might be hurt or 
suffer   

   

5 afternoon n. //ˌæftərˈnuːn// the part of the day from 12 midday until about 6 o’clock 
   

6 agree 
v. //əˈɡriː// to have the same opinion as somebody; to say that you have the same 
opinion   

   

7 airplane n. //ˈerpleɪn// a flying vehicle with wings and one or more engines 
   

8 alien n. //ˈeɪliən// a person who is not a citizen of the country in which they live or work 
   

9 amazing 
adj. //əˈmeɪzɪŋ// very surprising, especially in a way that makes you feel pleasure or 
admiration   

   

10 ambulance 
n. //ˈæmbjələns// a vehicle with special equipment, used for taking sick or injured people 
to a hospital   

   

11 anchor 
n. //ˈæŋkər// a heavy metal object that is attached to a rope or chain and dropped over 
the side of a ship or boat to keep it in one place   

   

12 answer n. //ˈænsər// something that you say, write or do to react to a question or situation 
   

13 April n. //ˈeɪprəl// the fourth month of the year, between March and May 
   

14 aquatic adj. //əˈkwætɪk// growing or living in, on or near water 
   

15 arrive v. //əˈraɪv// to get to a place, especially at the end of a journey 
   

16 assemble v. //əˈsembl// to come together as a group; to bring people or things together as a group 
   

17 audio n. //ˈɔːdioʊ// recorded sound 
   

18 balance 
n. //ˈbæləns// a situation in which different things exist in equal, correct or good 
amounts   

   

19 balloon 
n. //bəˈluːn//a small bag made of very thin rubber that becomes larger and rounder 
when you fill it with air or gas   

   

20 barefoot adj. //ˈberfʊt// not wearing anything on your feet 
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 WORD MEANING 
   

21 bark v. //bɑːrk// when a dog barks, it makes a short loud sound 
   

22 baseball 
n. //ˈbeɪsbɔːl//a game played especially in the US by two teams of nine players, using a 
bat and ball   

   

23 beautiful adj. //ˈbjuːtɪfl// having beauty; pleasing to the senses or to the mind 
   

24 because conj. //bɪˈkɔːz// for the reason that 
   

25 beetle 
n. //ˈbiːtl// an insect, often large and black, with a hard case on its back, covering its 
wings. There are several types of beetle   

   

26 begin v. //bɪˈɡɪn// to start doing something; to do the first part of something 
   

27 behind 
p. //bɪˈhaɪnd// at or towards the back of somebody/something, and often hidden by it or 
them   

   

28 believe 
v. //bɪˈliːv// to feel certain that something is true or that somebody is telling you the 
truth   

   

29 belly n. //ˈbeli// the part of the body below the chest 
   

30 bicycle n. //ˈbaɪsɪkl// a road vehicle with two wheels that you ride by 
   

31 billboard 
n. //ˈbɪlbɔːrd// a large board on the outside of a building or at the side of the road, used 
for putting advertisements on   

   

32 birthday 
n. //ˈbɜːrθdeɪ// the day in each year which is the same date as the one on which you 
were born   

   

33 blind adj. //blaɪnd// not able to see 
   

34 block 
n. //blɑːk// a large piece of a solid material that is square or rectangular in shape and 
usually has flat sides   

   

35 bloom v. //bluːm// to produce flowers 
   

36 bored 
adj. //bɔːrd// feeling tired and impatient because you have lost interest in 
somebody/something or because you have nothing to do   

   

37 borrow 
v. //ˈbɔːroʊ// to take and use something that belongs to somebody else, and return it to 
them at a later time   

   

38 bottom n. BrE//ˈbɒtəm// the lowest part of something 
   

39 bread 
n. //bred// a type of food made from flour, water and usually yeast mixed together and 
baked   

   

40 break 
v. //breɪk// to be damaged and separated into two or more parts , as a result of force; to 

damage something in this way    
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41 breakfast n. //ˈbrekfəst// the first meal of the day 
   

42 bridge 
n. //brɪdʒ// a structure that is built over a road, railway/railroad, river, etc. so that 
people or vehicles can cross from one side to the other   

   

43 broccoli 
n. //ˈbrɑːkəli// a vegetable with a thick green stem and several dark green or purple 
flower heads   

   

44 bubble 
n. //ˈbʌbl// a ball of air or gas in a liquid, or a ball of air inside a solid substance such as 
glass   

   

45 bucket 
n. //ˈbʌkɪt// an open container with a handle, used for carrying or holding liquids, sand, 
etc.   

   

46 butter 
n. //ˈbʌtər// a soft yellow food made from cream, used in cooking and for spreading on 
bread   

   

47 camel 
n. //ˈkæml// an animal with a long neck and one or two humps on its back, used in desert 
countries for riding on or for carrying goods   

   

48 candle 
n. //ˈkændl// a round stick of wax with a piece of string (called a wick ) through the 
middle which is lit to give light as it burns   

   

49 captain n. //ˈkæptɪn// the person in charge of a ship or commercial aircraft 
   

50 castle 
n. //ˈkæsl// a large strong building with thick high walls and towers, built in the past by 
kings or queens, or other important people, to defend themselves against attack   

   

51 celebrate 
v. //ˈselɪbreɪt// to show that a day or an event is important by doing something special on 
it   

   

52 cemetery 
n. //ˈseməteri// an area of land used for burying dead people, especially one that is not 
beside a church   

   

53 century n. //ˈsentʃəri// a period of 100 years 
   

54 ceramic 
n. //səˈræmɪk// a pot or other object made of clay that has been made permanently hard 
by heat   

   

55 chapter n. //ˈtʃæptər// a separate section of a book, usually with a number or title 
   

56 children n. //ˈtʃɪldrən// pl. of child: a young human who is not yet an adult 
   

57 China n. //ˈtʃaɪnə// a country in eastern Asia 
   

58 Chinese adj. //ˌtʃaɪˈniːz// from or connected with China 
   

59 choice 
n. //tʃɔɪs// an act of choosing between two or more possibilities; something that you can 
choose   

   

  n. //ˈkrɪsməs// (also Christmas Day) 25 December, the day when Christians celebrate the 
60 Christmas birth of Christ 
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61 church n. //tʃɜːrtʃ// a building where Christians go to worship 
   

62 circle n. //ˈsɜːrkl// a completely round flat shape 
   

63 city n. //ˈsɪti// a large and important town 
   

64 classmate n. //ˈklæsmeɪt// a person who is or was in the same class as you at school or college 
   

65 climb v. //klaɪm// to go up something towards the top 
   

66 clock 
n. //klɑːk// an instrument for measuring and showing time, in a room, on the wall of a 
building or on a computer screen (not worn or carried like a watch)   

   

67 clothes n. //kloʊz// the things that you wear, such as trousers/pants, dresses and jackets 
   

68 cloudy adj. //ˈklaʊdi// covered with clouds; with a lot of clouds 
   

69 code 
n. //koʊd// a system of words, letters, numbers or symbols that represent a message or 
record information secretly or in a shorter form   

   

70 community 
n. //kəˈmjuːnəti// all the people who live in a particular area, country, etc. when talked 
about as a group   

   

71 complete 
adj. //kəmˈpliːt// used when you are emphasizing something, to mean ‘to the greatest 
degree possible’   

   

72 computer 
n. //kəmˈpjuːtər// an electronic machine that can store, organize and find information, 
do calculations and control other machines   

   

73 conflict 
n. //ˈkɑːnflɪkt// a situation in which people, groups or countries are involved in a serious 
disagreement or argument   

   

74 contact n. //ˈkɑːntækt// the act of communicating with somebody, especially regularly 
   

75 contest n. //ˈkɑːntest// a competition in which people try to win something 
   

76 corner 
n. //ˈkɔːrnər// a part of something where two or more sides, lines or edges join 

 

   

77 costume 
n. //ˈkɑːstuːm// the clothes worn by people from a particular place or during a particular 
historical period   

   

78 cottage n. //ˈkɑːtɪdʒ// a small house, especially in the country 
   

79 cotton 
n. //ˈkɑːtn// a plant grown in warm countries for the soft white hairs around its seeds 
that are used to make cloth and thread   

   

80 country n. //ˈkʌntri// an area of land that has or used to have its own government and laws 
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81 coyote n. //kaɪˈoʊti// an American wild animal of the dog family 
   

82 craft n. //kræft// an activity involving a special skill at making things with your hands 
   

83 crispy adj. //ˈkrɪspi// pleasantly hard and dry 
   

84 crossword 
n. //ˈkrɔːswɜːrd// a game in which you have to fit words across and downwards into 
spaces with numbers in a square diagram. You find the words by solving clues   

   

85 decide 
v. //dɪˈsaɪd// to think carefully about the different possibilities that are available and 
choose one of them   

   

86 decorate v. //ˈdekəreɪt// to make something look more attractive by putting things on it 
   

87 delicious adj. //dɪˈlɪʃəs//having a very pleasant taste or smell 
   

88 diagram 
n. //ˈdaɪəɡræm// a simple drawing using lines to explain where something is, how 
something works, etc.   

   

89 dialog n. //ˈdaɪəlɔːɡ// conversations in a book, play, or film/movie 
   

90 different 
adj. //ˈdɪfrənt// not the same as somebody/something; not like somebody/something 
else   

   

91 difficult adj. //ˈdɪfɪkəlt// easy; needing effort or skill to do or to understand 
   

92 dinner 
n. //ˈdɪnər// the main meal of the day, eaten either in the middle of the day or in the 
evening   

   

93 dinosaur n. //ˈdaɪnəsɔːr// an animal that lived millions of years ago but is now extinct 
   

94 disease n. //dɪˈziːz// an illness affecting humans, animals or plants, often caused by infection 
   

95 dolphin n. //ˈdɑːlfɪn// a sea animal (a mammal ) that looks like a large fish with a pointed mouth 
   

96 donkey 
n. //ˈdɔːŋki// an animal of the horse family, with short legs and long ears. People ride 
donkeys or use them to carry heavy loads   

   

97 dragon 
n. //ˈdræɡən// a large aggressive animal with wings and a long tail, that can breathe out 
fire   

   

98 drink v. //drɪŋk// to take liquid into your mouth and swallow it 
   

99 drop v. //drɑːp// to fall or allow something to fall by accident 
   

100 dungeon n. //ˈdʌndʒən// a dark underground room used as a prison, especially in a castle 
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101 Earth n. //ɜːrθ// the world; the planet that we live on 
   

102 easy adj. //ˈiːzi// not difficult; done or obtained without a lot of effort or problems 
   

103 eggplant n. //ˈeɡplænt// a vegetable with shiny dark purple skin and soft white flesh 
   

104 Egypt n. //ˈiːdʒɪpt// a country in North Africa 
   

105 Egyptian n. //iˈdʒɪpʃn// ( a person) from Egypt 
   

106 elastic adj. //ɪˈlæstɪk// able to stretch and return to its original size and shape 
   

107 element n. //ˈelɪmənt// a necessary or typical part of something 
   

108 elephant 
n. //ˈelɪfənt// a very large animal with thick grey skin, large ears, two curved outer teeth 
called tusks and a long nose called a trunk   

   

109 elevator 
n. //ˈelɪveɪtər// a machine that carries people or goods up and down to different levels in 
a building or a mine   

   

110 enemy 
n. //ˈenəmi// a person who hates somebody or who acts or speaks against 
somebody/something   

   

111 England 
n. //ˈɪŋɡlənd// a country forming the largest and southernmost part of Great Britain and 
of the United Kingdom, and containing the capital, London   

   

112 enormous adj. //ɪˈnɔːrməs// extremely large 
   

113 entrance n. //ˈentrəns// a door, gate, passage, etc. used for entering a room, building or place 
   

  n. //ɪˈreɪsər// a small piece of rubber or a similar substance, used for removing pencil 
114 eraser marks from paper; a piece of soft material used for removing chalk marks from a 

  blackboard 

115 everyone pron. //ˈevriwʌn// every person; all people 
   

116 exactly 
adv. //ɪɡˈzæktli// used to emphasize that something is correct in every way or in every 
detail   

   

117 excited adj. //ɪkˈsaɪtɪd// feeling or showing happiness and enthusiasm 
   

118 explain 
v. //ɪkˈspleɪn// to tell somebody about something in a way that makes it easy to 
understand   

   

119 false adj. //fɔːls// wrong; not correct or true 
   

120 fantastic adj. //fænˈtæstɪk// extremely good; excellent 
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121 farmer n. //ˈfɑːrmər// a person who owns or manages a farm 
   

122 father n. //ˈfɑːðər// a male parent of a child or an animal 
   

123 feather n. //ˈfeðər// one of the many soft light parts covering a bird’s body 
   

  n. //fens// a structure made of wood or wire supported with posts that is put between 
124 fence two areas of land as a boundary, or around a garden/yard, field, etc. to keep animals in, 

  or to keep people and animals out 

125 figures 
n. //ˈfɪɡjər// a number representing a particular amount, especially one given in official 
information   

   

126 find v. //faɪnd// to discover somebody/something unexpectedly or by chance 
   

127 finger 
n. //ˈfɪŋɡər// one of the four long thin parts that stick out from the hand (or five, if the 
thumb is included)   

   

128 finish v. //ˈfɪnɪʃ// to stop doing something or making something because it is complete 
   

129 flame n. //fleɪm// a hot bright stream of burning gas that comes from something that is on fire 
   

130 flea 
n. //fliː// a very small jumping insect without wings, that bites animals and humans and 
sucks their blood   

   

131 flower 
n. //ˈflaʊər// the coloured part of a plant from which the seed or fruit develops. Flowers 
usually grow at the end of a stem and last only a short time   

   

132 fold 
v. //foʊld// to bend something, especially paper or cloth, so that one part lies on top of 
another part   

   

133 football 
n. //ˈfʊtbɔːl// a game played by two teams of 11 players, using a round ball which players 
kick up and down the playing field. Teams try to kick the ball into the other team’s goal   

   

134 footstep 
n. //ˈfʊtstep// the sound or mark made each time your foot touches the ground when 
you are walking or running   

   

135 forget 
v. //fərˈɡet// to be unable to remember something that has happened in the past or 
information that you knew in the past   

   

136 freeze 
v. //friːz// to become hard, and often turn to ice, as a result of extreme cold; to make 
something do this   

   

137 Friday n. //ˈfraɪdeɪ// the day of the week after Thursday and before Saturday 
   

138 fridge n. //frɪdʒ// a piece of electrical equipment in which food is kept cold so that it stays fresh 
   

139 friend 
n. //frend// a person you know well and like, and who is not usually a member of your 
family   

   

140 funny 
adj. //ˈfʌni// making you laugh; amusing 
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141 future 
n. //ˈfjuːtʃər// the time that will come after the present or the events that will happen 

then   
   

142 game 
n. //ɡeɪm// an activity or a sport with rules in which people or teams compete against 
each other   

   

143 garage n. //ɡəˈrɑːʒ// a building for keeping one or more cars or other vehicles in 
   

144 generous adj. //ˈdʒenərəs// giving or willing to give freely; given freely 
   

145 genie n. //ˈdʒiːni// a spirit with magic powers, especially one that lives in a bottle or a lamp 
   

146 ghost n. //ɡoʊst// the spirit of a dead person that a living person believes they can see or hear 
   

147 giant n. //ˈdʒaɪənt// a very large strong person who is often cruel and stupid 
   

148 giraffe 
n. //dʒəˈræf// a tall African animal with a very long neck, long legs, and dark marks on its 
coat   

   

149 give 
v. //ɡɪv// to hand something to somebody so that they can look at it, use it or keep it for 
a time   

   

150 golden adj. //ˈɡoʊldən// made of gold 
   

151 good adj. //ɡʊd// of high quality or an acceptable standard 
   

152 gorilla 
n. //ɡəˈrɪlə// a very large powerful African ape (= an animal like a large monkey without a 
tail) covered with black or brown hair   

   

153 gossip v. //ˈɡɑːsɪp// ] to talk about other people’s private lives, often in an unkind way 
   

154 grandma n. //ˈɡrænmɑː// grandmother 
   

155 grandpa n. //ˈɡrænpɑː// grandfather 
   

156 grass 
n. //ɡræs// a common wild plant with narrow green leaves and stems that are eaten by 
cows, horses, sheep, etc.   

   

157 great adj. //ɡreɪt// very large; much bigger than average in size or quantity 
   

158 greeting n. //ˈɡriːtɪŋ// something that you say or do to greet somebody 
   

159 group 
n. //ɡruːp// a number of people or things that are together in the same place or that are 
connected in some way   

   

160 guard 
n. //ɡɑːrd// a person, such as a soldier, a police officer or a prison officer, who protects a 

place or people, or prevents prisoners from escaping    
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161 guava n. //ˈɡwɑːvə// the fruit of a tropical American tree, with yellow skin and pink flesh 
   

162 guitar 
n. //ɡɪˈtɑːr// a musical instrument that usually has six strings, that you play with your 
fingers or with a plectrum   

   

163 half n. //hæf// either of two equal parts into which something is or can be divided 
   

  n. //ˌhæloʊˈiːn// the night of 31st October when it was believed in the past that dead 
164 Halloween people appeared from their graves, and which is now celebrated in the US, Canada and 

  Britain by children who dress as ghosts, witches, etc. 

165 hamburger 
n. //ˈhæmbɜːrɡər// finely chopped beef made into a flat round shape that is then fried, 
often served in a bread roll   

   

166 heat v. //hiːt// to make something hot or warm; to become hot or warm 
   

167 help 
v. //help// to make it easier or possible for somebody to do something by doing 
something for them or by giving them something that they need   

   

168 hill 
n. //hɪl// an area of land that is higher than the land around it, but not as high as a 
mountain   

   

169 hole n. //hoʊl// a hollow space in something solid or in the surface of something 
   

170 horse n. //hɔːrs// a large animal with four legs, a mane (= long thick hair on its neck) and a tail 
   

171 hug 
v. //hʌɡ// to put your arms around somebody and hold them tightly, especially to show 
that you like or love them   

   

172 huge adj. //hjuːdʒ// extremely large in size or amount; great in degree 
   

173 hundred n. //ˈhʌndrəd// a large amount 
   

174 hungry adj. //ˈhʌŋɡri// feeling that you want to eat something 
   

175 hunt 
v. //hʌnt// to chase wild animals or birds in order to catch or kill them for food, sport or 
to make money   

   

176 hurricane 
n. //ˈhɜːrəkeɪn// a violent storm with very strong winds, especially in the western Atlantic 
Ocean   

   

177 idea 
n. //aɪˈdiːə// a plan, thought or suggestion, especially about what to do in a particular 
situation   

   

178 igloo 
n. //ˈɪɡluː// a small round house or shelter built from blocks of hard snow by the Inuit 
people of northern N America   

   

179 iguana n. //ɪˈɡwɑːnə// large tropical American lizard (= a type of reptile) 
   

180 ill adj. //ɪl// suffering from an illness or disease; not feeling well 
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181 imagine v. //ɪˈmædʒɪn// to form a picture in your mind of what something might be like 
   

182 important adj. //ɪmˈpɔːrtnt// having a great effect on people or things; of great value 
   

183 incredible adj. //ɪnˈkredəbl// impossible or very difficult to believe 
   

184 injure v. //ˈɪndʒər// to harm yourself or somebody else physically, especially in an accident 
   

185 interest n. //ˈɪntrəst// wanting to know more 
   

186 invention n. //ɪnˈvenʃn// a thing or an idea that has been invented 
   

187 inventor n. //ɪnˈventər// a person who has invented something or whose job is inventing things 
   

188 Italian n. //ɪˈtæliən// from Italy 
   

189 Italy n. //ˈɪtəli// a country in southern Europe 
   

190 jaguar 
n. //ˈdʒæɡjuər// a large animal of the cat family, that has yellowish-brown fur with black 
rings and spots. Jaguars live in parts of Central and S America   

   

191 January n. //ˈdʒænjueri// the 1st month of the year, between December and February 
   

192 jigsaw 
n. //ˈdʒɪɡsɔː// a picture printed on cardboard or wood, that has been cut up into a lot of 
small pieces of different shapes that you have to fit together again   

   

193 journey 
n. //ˈdʒɜːrni// an act of travelling from one place to another, especially when they are far 
apart   

   

194 kilogram n. //ˈkɪləɡræm// a unit for measuring weight; 1 000 grams 
   

195 knit 
v. //nɪt// to make clothes, etc. from wool or cotton thread using two long thin knitting 
needles or a machine   

   

196 knock v. //nɑːk// to hit a door, etc. firmly in order to attract attention 
   

197 koala 
n. //koʊˈɑːlə// an Australian animal with thick grey fur, large ears and no tail. Koalas live 
in trees and eat leaves   

   

198 label v. //ˈleɪbl// to fix a label on something or write information on something 
   

199 lake n. //leɪk// a large area of water that is surrounded by land 
   

200 lantern 
n. //ˈlæntərn// a lamp in a transparent case, often a metal case with glass sides, that has 

a handle, so that you can carry it outside    
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201 layer 
n. //ˈler// a quantity or thickness of something that lies over a surface or between 

surfaces   
   

202 learn 
v. //lɜːrn// to gain knowledge or skill by studying, from experience, from being taught, 
etc.   

   

203 letter 
n. //ˈletər// a message that is written down or printed on paper and usually put in an 
envelope and sent to somebody   

   

204 library 
n. //ˈlaɪbreri// a building in which collections of books, CDs, newspapers, etc. are kept for 
people to read, study or borrow   

   

205 listen v. //ˈlɪsn// to pay attention to somebody/something that you can hear 
   

206 little adj. //ˈlɪtl// not big; small; smaller than others 
   

207 lizard n. //ˈlɪzərd// a small reptile with a rough skin, four short legs and a long tail 
   

208 lollipop n. //ˈlɑːlipɑːp// a hard round or flat sweet/candy made of boiled sugar on a small stick 
   

209 London n. //ˈlʌndən// the capital city of England and the UK 
   

210 lonely n. //ˈloʊnli// unhappy because you have no friends or people to talk to 
   

  n. //məˈʃiːn// a piece of equipment with moving parts that is designed to do a particular 
211 machine job. The power used to work a machine may be electricity, steam, gas, etc. or human 

  power 

212 magical adj. //ˈmædʒɪkl// containing magic; used in magic 
   

213 mailman n. //ˈmeɪlmæn// a person whose job is to collect and deliver letters, etc. 
   

214 mango 
n. //ˈmæŋɡoʊ// a tropical fruit with smooth yellow or red skin, soft orange flesh and a 
large seed inside   

   

215 marker n. //ˈmɑːrkər// an object or a sign that shows the position of something 
   

216 market 
n. //ˈmɑːrkɪt// an occasion when people buy and sell goods; the open area or building 
where they meet to do this   

   

217 material n. //məˈtɪriəl// cloth used for making clothes, curtains, etc. 
   

218 matter n. //ˈmætər// a subject or situation that you must consider or deal with 
   

219 memory n. //ˈmeməri// ability to remember 
   

220 mention 
v. //ˈmenʃn// to write or speak about something/somebody, especially without giving 

much information   
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221 mermaid 
n. //ˈmɜːrmeɪd// a creature with a woman’s head and body, and a fish’s tail instead of 

legs   
   

222 mess n. //mes// a dirty or untidy state 
   

223 midday n. //ˌmɪdˈdeɪ// 12 o’clock in the middle of the day; the period around this time 
   

224 minute n. //ˈmɪnɪt// each of the 60 parts of an hour, that are equal to 60 seconds 
   

225 mistake 
n. //mɪˈsteɪk// an action or an opinion that is not correct, or that produces a result that 
you did not want   

   

226 moment n. //ˈmoʊmənt// a very short period of time 
   

227 money n. //ˈmʌni// what you earn by working or selling things, and use to buy things 
   

228 monkey 
n. //ˈmʌŋki// an animal with a long tail, that climbs trees and lives in hot countries. There 
are several types of monkey and they are related to apes and humans   

   

229 monster n. //ˈmɑːnstər// an imaginary creature that is very large, ugly and frightening 
   

230 month 
n. //mʌnθ// any of the twelve periods of time into which the year is divided, for example 
May or June   

   

231 morning 
n. //ˈmɔːrnɪŋ// the early part of the day from the time when people wake up until midday 
or before lunch   

   

232 mother 
n. //ˈmʌðər// a female parent of a child or animal; a person who is acting as a mother to 
a child   

   

233 movie 
n. //ˈmuːvi// a series of moving pictures recorded with sound that tells a story, shown at 
the cinema/movie theater   

   

234 mucky adj. //ˈmʌki// dirty 
   

235 museum 
n. //mjuˈziːəm// a building in which objects of artistic, cultural, historical or scientific 
interest are kept and shown to the public   

   

236 music 
n. //ˈmjuːzɪk// sounds that are arranged in a way that is pleasant or exciting to listen to. 
People sing music or play it on instruments   

   

237 mystery n. //ˈmɪstri// something that is difficult to understand or to explain 
   

238 narration 
n. //nəˈreɪʃn// the act or process of telling a story, especially in a novel, a film/movie or a 
play   

   

239 natural adj. //ˈnætʃrəl// existing in nature; not made or caused by humans 
   

240 neat adj. //niːt// tidy and in order; carefully done or arranged 
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241 never adv. //ˈnevər// not at any time; not on any occasion 
   

242 news n. //nuːz// new information about something that has happened recently 
   

243 night 
n. //naɪt// the time between one day and the next when it is dark, when people usually 
sleep   

   

244 nobody pron. //ˈnoʊbədi// no one 
   

245 nostril 
n. //ˈnɑːstrəl// either of the two openings at the end of the nose that you breathe 
through   

   

246 notice 
v. //ˈnoʊtɪs// to see or hear somebody/something; to become aware of 
somebody/something   

   

247 November n. //noʊˈvembər// the 11th month of the year, between October and December 
   

248 nurse 
n. //nɜːrs// a person whose job is to take care of sick or injured people, usually in a 
hospital   

   

249 observe n. //əbˈzɜːrv// to see or notice somebody/something 
   

250 October n. //ɑːkˈtoʊbər// the 10th month of the year, between September and November 
   

251 offer 
v. //ˈɔːfər// to say that you are willing to do something for somebody or give something 
to somebody   

   

252 ongoing v. //ˈɔːnɡoʊɪŋ// continuing to exist or develop 
   

253 orange n. //ˈɔːrɪndʒ// a round citrus fruit with thick reddish-yellow skin and a lot of sweet juice 
   

254 orchard 
n. //ˈɔːrtʃərd// a piece of land, normally separated from the surrounding area, in which 
fruit trees are grown   

   

255 organize v. //ˈɔːrɡənaɪz// to arrange for something to happen or to be provided 
   

256 origami n. //ˌɔːrɪˈɡɑːmi// the Japanese art of folding paper into attractive shapes 
   

257 oxygen 
n. //ˈɑːksɪdʒən// a chemical element. Oxygen is a gas that is present in air and water and 
is necessary for people, animals and plants to live.   

   

258 palace n. //ˈpæləs// the official home of a king, queen, president, etc. 
   

259 panda 
n. //ˈpændə// a large black and white animal like a bear, that lives in China and is very 
rare   

   

260 parent n. //ˈperənt// a person’s father or mother 
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261 parrot n. //ˈpærət// a tropical bird with a curved beak 
   

262 path n. //pæθ// a way or track that is built or is made by the action of people walking 
   

263 patrol 
v. //pəˈtroʊl// the act of going to different parts of a building, an area, etc. to make sure 
that there is no trouble or crime   

   

264 pelican 
n. //ˈpelɪkən// a large bird that lives near water, with a bag of skin under its long beak for 
storing food   

   

265 perfect 
adj. //ˈpɜːrfɪkt// having everything that is necessary; complete and without faults or 
weaknesses   

   

266 Persian adj. //ˈpɜːrʒn// from or connected with ancient Persia, or modern Persia, now called Iran 
   

267 person n. //ˈpɜːrsn// a human as an individual 
   

268 phone 
n. //foʊn// a system for talking to somebody else over long distances using wires or 
radio; a machine used for this; a telephone   

   

269 phrases 
n. //freɪz// a small group of words without a finite verb that together have a particular 
meaning and that typically form part of a sentence   

   

270 piano 
n. //piˈænoʊ// a large musical instrument played by pressing the black and white keys on 
the keyboard   

   

271 picture n. //ˈpɪktʃər// painting or drawing, etc. that shows a scene, a person or thing 
   

272 piece n. //piːs// an amount of something that has been cut or separated from the rest of it 
   

273 pillow 
n. //ˈpɪloʊ// a square or rectangular piece of cloth filled with soft material, used to rest 
your head on in bed   

   

274 place n. //pleɪs// position/point/area 
   

275 plastic 
n. //ˈplæstɪk// a light strong material that is produced by chemical processes and can be 
formed into shapes when heated   

   

276 pocket 
n. //ˈpɑːkɪt// in clothing, a small piece of material like a small bag sewn into or onto a 
piece of clothing so that you can carry things in it   

   

277 poem 
n. //ˈpoʊəm// a piece of writing in which the words are chosen for their sound and the 
images they suggest, not just for their obvious meanings   

   

278 pole 
n. //poʊl// a long thin straight piece of wood or metal, especially one with the end 
placed in the ground, used as a support   

   

279 police 
n. //pəˈliːs// an official organization whose job is to make people obey the law and to 
prevent and solve crime   

   

280 popcorn 
n. //ˈpɑːpkɔːrn// a type of food made from grains of maize (corn ) that are heated until 

they burst, forming light whitish balls that are then covered with salt or sugar    
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281 possible adj. //ˈpɑːsəbl// that can be done or achieved 
   

282 poster 
n. //ˈpoʊstər// a large notice, often with a picture on it, that is put in a public place to 
advertise something   

   

283 price n. //praɪs// the amount of money that you have to pay for something 
   

284 prince 
n. //prɪns// a male member of a royal family who is not king, especially the son or 
grandson of the king or queen   

   

285 princess 
n. //ˈprɪnses// a female member of a royal family who is not a queen, especially the 
daughter or granddaughter of the king or queen   

   

286 problem n. //ˈprɑːbləm// a thing that is difficult to deal with or to understand 
   

287 process n. //ˈprɑːses// a series of things that are done in order to achieve a particular result 
   

288 product n. //ˈprɑːdʌkt// a thing that is grown or produced, usually for sale 
   

289 promise 
v. //ˈprɑːmɪs// to tell somebody that you will definitely do or not do something, or that 
something will definitely happen   

   

290 pumpkin n. //ˈpʌmpkɪn// a large round vegetable with thick orange skin 
   

291 puzzle 
n. //ˈpʌzl// a game, etc. that you have to think about carefully in order to answer it or do 
it   

   

292 quantity n. //ˈkwɑːntəti// an amount or a number of something 
   

293 quarter n. //ˈkwɔːrtər// one of four equal parts of something 
   

294 quit v. //kwɪt// to leave your job, school, etc. 
   

295 rainfall 
n. //ˈreɪnfɔːl// the total amount of rain that falls in a particular area in a particular 
amount of time; an occasion when rain falls   

   

296 recess 
n. //rɪˈses// a period of time during the year when the members of a parliament, 
committee, etc. do not meet   

   

297 recycle v. //ˌriːˈsaɪkl// to treat things that have already been used so that they can be used again 
   

298 remember v. //rɪˈmembər// somebody/something from the past 
   

299 remove v. //rɪˈmuːv// to take something/somebody away from a place 
   

300 result n. //rɪˈzʌlt// caused by something 
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301 rhyme 
n. //raɪm// a word that has the same sound or ends with the same sound as another 

word   
   

302 riddle 
n. //ˈrɪdl// a question that is difficult to understand, and that has a surprising answer, 
that you ask somebody as a game   

   

303 ride v. //raɪd// to sit on a horse, etc. and control it as it moves 
   

304 right adj. //raɪt// true or correct as a fact 
   

305 rocket 
n. //ˈrɑːkɪt// a spacecraft in the shape of a tube that is driven by a stream of gases let out 
behind it when fuel is burned inside   

   

306 sack 
n. //sæk// a large bag with no handles, made of strong rough material or strong paper or 
plastic, used for storing and carrying, for example flour, coal, etc.   

   

307 scared adj. //skerd// frightened of something or afraid that something bad might happen 
   

308 school n. //skuːl// where children learn 
   

309 scissors 
n. //ˈsɪzərz// a tool for cutting paper or cloth, that has two sharp blades with handles, 
joined together in the middle   

   

310 second adv. //ˈsekənd// after one other person or thing in order or importance 
   

311 shape n. //ʃeɪp// the form of the outer edges or surfaces of something 
   

312 shower 
n. //ˈʃaʊər// a piece of equipment producing a spray of water that you stand under to 
wash yourself   

   

313 signature n. //ˈsɪɡnətʃər// your as you usually write it, for example at the end of a letter 
   

314 silver n. //ˈsɪlvər// a shiny greyish-white colour 
   

315 situation 
n. //ˌsɪtʃuˈeɪʃn// all the circumstances and things that are happening at a particular time 
and in a particular place   

   

316 skate v. //skeɪt// to move on skates 
   

317 slogan 
n. //ˈsloʊɡən// a word or phrase that is easy to remember, used for example by a 
political party or in advertising to attract people’s attention or to suggest an idea quickly   

   

318 snack n. //snæk// a small meal or amount of food, usually eaten in a hurry 
   

319 soccer n. //ˈsɑːkər// a game played by two teams of 11 players, using a round ball which players 
  kick up and down the playing field. Teams try to kick the ball into the other team’s goal 

320 social adj. //ˈsoʊʃl// connected with society and the way it is organized 
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321 somebody pron. //ˈsʌmbədi// someone 
   

322 sound n. //saʊnd// something that you can hear 
   

323 speak v. //spiːk// to talk to somebody about something 
   

324 special adj. //ˈspeʃl// not ordinary or usual; different from what is normal 
   

325 spider n. //ˈspaɪdər// a small creature with eight thin legs 
   

326 sport 
n. //spɔːrt// activity that you do for pleasure and that needs physical effort or skill, 
usually done in a special area and according to fixed rules   

   

327 spring n. //ˈsprɪŋ// the season between winter and summer when plants begin to grow 
   

328 stadium 
n. //ˈsteɪdiəm// a large sports ground surrounded by rows of seats and usually other 
buildings   

   

329 statement n. //ˈsteɪtmənt// something that you say or write that gives information or an opinion 
   

330 station n. //ˈsteɪʃn// a place where trains stop so that passengers can get on and off 
   

331 step 
n. //step// the act of lifting your foot and putting it down in order to walk or move 
somewhere   

   

332 stick n. //stɪk// a thin piece of wood that has fallen or been broken from a tree 
   

333 stone 
n. //stoʊn// a hard solid mineral substance that is found in the ground, often used for 
building   

   

334 store n. //stɔːr// a large shop that sells many different types of goods 
   

335 straight adv. //streɪt// not in a curve or at an angle 
   

336 strap 
n. //stræp// a strip of leather, cloth or other material that is used to fasten something, 
keep something in place, carry something or hold onto something   

   

337 string 
n. //ˈstrɪŋ// material made of several threads twisted together, used for tying things 
together; a piece of string used to fasten or pull something or keep something in place   

   

338 student n. //ˈstuːdnt// a person who is studying at a school 
   

339 study 
n. //ˈstʌdi// the activity of learning or gaining knowledge, either from books or by 
examining things in the world   

   

340 subway n. //ˈsʌbweɪ// an underground railway/railroad system in a city 
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 WORD MEANING 
   

341 suddenly adv. //ˈsʌdənli// quickly and unexpectedly 
   

342 summer n. //ˈsʌmər// the warmest season of the year, coming between spring and autumn/fall 
   

343 Sunday 
n. //ˈsʌndeɪ// the day of the week after Saturday and before Monday, thought of as 
either the first or the last day of the week   

   

344 sunny adj. //ˈsʌni// with a lot of bright light from the sun 
   

345 sunrise n. //ˈsʌnraɪz// the time when the sun first appears in the sky in the morning 
   

346 sunshine n. //ˈsʌnʃaɪn// the light and heat of the sun 
   

347 surprise 
n. //sərˈpraɪz// an event, a piece of news, etc. that is unexpected or that happens 
suddenly   

   

348 swallow v. //ˈswɑːloʊ// to make food, drink, etc. go down your throat into your stomach 
   

349 swamp 
n. //swɑːmp// an area of ground that is very wet or covered with water and in which 
plants, trees, etc. are growing   

   

350 sword n. //sɔːrd// a weapon with a long metal blade and a handle 
   

351 system 
n. //ˈsɪstəm// an organized set of ideas or theories or a particular way of doing 
something   

   

352 task n. //tæsk// a piece of work that somebody has to do, especially a hard or unpleasant one 
   

353 teacher n. //ˈtiːtʃər// a person whose job is teaching, especially in a school 
   

354 team 
n. //tiːm// a group of people who play a particular game or sport against another group 
of people   

   

355 tennis 
n. //ˈtenɪs// a game in which two or four players use rackets to hit a ball backwards and 
forwards across a net on a specially marked court   

   

356 thief n. //θiːf// a person who steals something from another person or place 
   

357 think v. //θɪŋk// to have a particular idea or opinion about something/somebody 
   

358 thread n. //θred// a thin string of cotton, wool, silk, etc. used for sewing or making cloth 
   

359 throne n. //θroʊn// a special chair used by a king or queen to sit on at ceremonies 
   

360 thumb 
n. //θʌm// the short thick finger at the side of the hand, slightly apart from the other 

four    
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361 Thursday n. //ˈθɜːrzdeɪ// the day of the week after Wednesday and before Friday 
   

362 tie v. //taɪ// to attach or hold two or more things together using string, rope, etc 
   

363 together adv. //təˈɡeðər// with or near to somebody/something else; with each other 
   

364 tooth 
n. //tuːθ// any of the hard white structures in the mouth used for biting and chewing 
food   

   

365 toothpaste n. //ˈtuːθpeɪst// a substance that you put on a brush and use to clean your teeth 
   

366 tower n. //ˈtaʊər// a tall narrow building or part of a building, especially of a church or castle 
   

367 trace v. //treɪs// to follow the shape or outline of something 
   

368 travel v. //ˈtrævl// to go from one place to another, especially over a long distance 
   

369 trendy adj. //ˈtrendi// very fashionable 
   

370 trip 
n. //trɪp// a journey to a place and back again, especially a short one for pleasure or a 
particular purpose   

   

371 trophy 
n. //ˈtroʊfi// an object such as a silver cup that is given as a prize for winning a 
competition   

   

372 truck n. //trʌk// a large vehicle for carrying heavy loads by road 
   

373 true adj. //truː// connected with facts rather than things that have been invented or guessed 
   

374 turtle n. //ˈtɜːrtl// a large reptile with a hard round shell, that lives in the sea 
   

375 twin n. //twɪn// one of two children born at the same time to the same mother 
   

376 unfold 
v. //ʌnˈfoʊld// to spread open or flat something that has previously been folded; to 
become open and flat   

   

377 universe 
n. //ˈjuːnɪvɜːrs// the whole of space and everything in it, including the earth, the planets 
and the stars   

   

378 untie v. //ʌnˈtaɪ// to undo a knot in something; to undo something that is tied 
   

379 useful adj. //ˈjuːsfl// that can help you to do or achieve what you want 
   

380 vegetables n. //ˈvedʒtəbl// a plant or part of a plant that is eaten as food 
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381 video 
n. //ˈvɪdioʊ// a system of recording moving pictures and sound, either using videotape 
or a digital method of storing data   

   

382 visitor n. //ˈvɪzɪtər// a person who visits a person or place 
   

383 vocabulary n. //vəˈkæbjəleri// all the words that a person knows or uses 
   

.384 wait 
v. //weɪt// to stay where you are or delay doing something until somebody/something 
comes or something happens   

   

385 weekend n. //ˈwiːkend// Saturday and Sunday 
   

386 weird adj. //wɪrd// very strange or unusual and difficult to explain 
   

387 welcome 
intj. //ˈwelkəm// used as a greeting to tell somebody that you are pleased that they are 
there   

   

388 wheel 
n. //wiːl// one of the round objects under a car, bicycle, bus, etc. that turns when it 
moves   

   

389 winter n. //ˈwɪntər// the coldest season of the year, between autumn/fall and spring 
   

390 witch 
n. //wɪtʃ// a woman who is believed to have magic powers, especially to do evil things. In 
stories, she usually wears a black pointed hat and flies on a broomstick   

   

391 woman n. //ˈwʊmən// an adult female human 
   

392 worried 
adj. //ˈwɜːrid// thinking about unpleasant things that have happened or that might 
happen and therefore feeling unhappy and afraid   

   

393 wrap v. //ræp// to cover something completely in paper or other material 
   

394 wrong adj. //rɔːŋ// not right or correct 
   

395 yard n. //jɑːrd// an area outside a building, usually with a hard surface and a surrounding wall 
   

396 yawn 
v. //jɔːn// to open your mouth wide and breathe in deeply through it, usually because 
you are tired or bored   

   

397 yell 
v. //jel// to shout loudly, for example because you are angry, excited, frightened or in 
pain   

   

398 young adj. //jʌŋ// having lived or existed for only a short time; not fully developed 
   

  n. //ˈzɪpər// a thing that you use to fasten clothes, bags, etc. It consists of two rows of 
399 zipper metal or plastic teeth that you can pull together to close something or pull apart to open 

  it 

400 zombie n. //ˈzɑːmbi// dead body that has been made alive again by magic 
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